Celebrating one million gold open access articles
In 2021 we published our one millionth open access (OA) article.
We have come a long way since the launch of BMC in 1998.
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Our journey so far
1998

2004

2005

BioMed Central founded as first
commercial OA publisher

Springer is first publisher to offer OA
options on subscription journals

First fully OA journal
is launched at
Nature Publishing Group

2014

2011

2010

Nature Communications, the first
hybrid Nature-branded journal, flips
to fully OA to meet the increasing
demand from researchers

Scientific Reports is launched,
now one of the world’s
largest OA journals

SpringerOpen launches as a fully
OA portfolio of journals

2015

2017

2019

Springer signs first Transformative
Agreement with the Netherlands,
combining reading fees with
centralised OA funding

Communications journals
open for submissions

Springer Nature pioneers the
“Transformative Journal”, as a
means to offer the choice of
OA for all primary research

2021

2020

2020

Springer Nature launches OA options
for its highly selective titles including
Nature; publishes its
one millionth OA article

Springer Nature commits the
majority of its owned journals to
becoming Transformative Journals
from 2021

Springer Nature signs the world’s
largest national OA agreement with
Projekt DEAL in Germany, covering
both hybrid and fully OA journals

The reach and impact of our content

Our OA articles have
been downloaded

34%

times since 2016‡

The articles have been
downloaded in virtually
every country in the
world, and even
in Antarctica‡

Asia is the biggest
user of content
(34% of article
downloads)‡

Our top 100 OA articles
have been downloaded over

Average downloads
per OA article in 2020

Our OA articles have
been cited over

2.6 billion

43 million

708

**

times◊

1 million
times†

“We wanted the widest possible reach
for our work among both academics
and the public. We hope that higher
visibility will increase the likelihood of
getting more funding in the future.”

“Before publishing open access,
I never had the experience of being
able to learn in real-time the reactions
of people around the world.”

Dr. Pablo Gallina, Azara Foundation and
Maimonides University in Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Dr. Kazuo Yamagata, Graduate School of
Biology-Oriented Science and Technology at
Kindai University in Japan

How Springer Nature continues to pioneer OA
By launching new innovative
models for funding

By championing gold OA as the
most sustainable route to OA
We have created a more efficient
research system by ensuring
the VOR is immediately
accessible from the point
of publication.

We pioneered
Transformative
Agreements and have
since significantly
expanded
our offering.

Being an active
part of the debate

By continuing
to drive
forwards
OA options
Since pioneering
the concept of
Transformative Journals
in 2019 we have worked
to enable sustainable OA
options across our journal family.

As advocates for open
science and research
we aim to advance
scientific discovery
and further scientific
progress. An accelerated
and more effective research
system delivers benefits such
as vaccines and SDG solutions
for the whole world.

Showcase your research with our family of journals

Join us on our journey at
springernature.com/1millionOA
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